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ON THE SPEED OF MENTAL P

While philosophy is occupie in the abstract with the contem
of mental phenomena, physiol
philosophy, has to investigate the relation
and the action of the brain. In the domain
immediately leaps to the eye. Considering the known
parative anatomy and anthropology, any doubt concerning the existence of such a relation is unt :nable. But ph!,siology cannot
with that general result. Along with diso ers observed i
of pathoIogica1 changes, physiology tries t locate the various men
faculties as much as possible by experimentation, and especially to
trace the nature of the action accompanying the mental phenomena.
It therefore reiates the stsldv on chemical composition and the meta
isrn of its components with*the investigation of the fine structure of the
brain. It finds that with the loss of blood or suppress
heart, consciousness is lost, it learns from this that th
of blood is anecessary condition for mental processes, and concludes that
metabolism is at the root of brain life. Further, it establishes that, as
in all other organs, the blood undergoes a change as a consequence of
the nourishment of the brain, and discovers in comparing the incoming
and outflowing biood that oxygen has been consumed, that carbonic
acid has been formed and that heat has been generat . It knows that
the heat may have originated from other forms of en y, for instance
from electromotive action that it may postulate in the brain, after provin
r This is a translation of Donders article entitled ‘Over de snelheid van psychische processen’ which appeared in ‘Onderzockingen gedaan in hat
logiscb Laboratorium der IJtrechtsche Hoogcschool, 1868-1869, Tweede
reeks, II, 92-120’. An identical article appeared in: ‘Nederlandsch Archief
voor Genees- en Natuurk unde 1869, 4, 117~145’. The translation was made
by W. G. Koster.
A translation into I%nch entitled ‘La vitesse des actes psychiques’ appeared
in ‘ArchivesN&rlandaises, 1868, III, 269-317’.
A translation into German entitled ‘Die Schnelligkeit psychischer Prozesse’
appeared in ‘Archiv ftir Anatomic und Physiologie und wissenschaftliche
Medizin, 1868, 657~-rc,81’.
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chemically relar;ed nerves.
continuing research, ail phases of
the living brain, and to follow closely the series
th chemical ene
enomena can be reduced to laws only
not rest before it has established,
but also their quantity and that
nd has thus found tile equivalent of the

ossible for the function of the mind to be inforces? As far as we can see now
he essence of all forms of work
tion or the condition of motion,
otion, in whatever way co
ther sort of mental function my be born.
aracter completely of its own, as
rceive it in the first place in ourselves. Nowhere does it show a
transition or an affinity to other natural phenomena, and the law of
conservation of energy, valid for all known natur;l,l forces and forming
in every investi
n, is absolutely pc)werless to
enomena under its
01. For, apart from their specific nature, wh
lakes their crea
from chemical bonds as inconceivable as their transformation into thermal movement or electrical
movement, they can neither be measured nor evaluated, and we know
no unit by which to express sensation, reason and will in figures.
I
uestion physiology has to pose itself is simply this: What ha
during the processes of sensation, reason and wili?
IS readily under&o d that this formula ion does not and indeed must
t we must also admit that the complete an. a complete knowledge of the functioning of
recess is connected, does not carry
us a step further in the understanding of the rmture of their relation.
An explanation of mental phenomena, in the sense in which we consider
phenomena explained, would be attainable only if they could be reduced to a universal law, such as the one on the conservation of energy,
and, as we have seen, this possibility seems a priori ruled out.
uantitative treatment of mental processes be out of the
question then? By no means! An important factor seemed to be sus-
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to e time reqGred for
processes. For answering the questi whether we are en
the generauy prcwd relation to special cases - in o

cq?jb,lc
to m~gmxnent:

we

I refer

assume that there is an absolute COT
diversefunctions in the brain and the diversity in
sation, each private mental picture, each expressio
that the determination of t.bat duration of time
tance. For a long time I intended to make at
the session of the Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenseha
24, 1865, I gave an outline of the first results, obtain
ation of Mr. De Jaager and of some other students at
sity. These results were subsequently communicated in
a dissertation by Mr. De Jaager: ‘Over den Physiologischen tijd der
psy&isr:he processen’. 3 The idea behind these experiments -, as is, for
&at ma\:ter, mentioned in the preface - originated from me, the meth
used were suggested b:y me, and the experiments were carried out itI th
Physiolc.jgicalLailqratory and under my guidance. About the same time
1 gave an outline of the results obtained, with an indication of the
methods, in a Iew popular lectures held at Utrecht and elsewhere.
Finally, in a section-meeting of natural sciences and medicine of the
‘Provinciaal Utaechtsch Genootschap’ in 1866 I demonstrated and
described two instruments used in my experiments, the nwnlatucho,gaph and the noematachometer.3
Meanwhile, as the research continued the results of the experimental
results accumulated to such an extent that I Backed the time to handle
them properly, and as the prospect of my bei aMe to do so is still not
favourable, I have decided to publish the nr
parts for the time
in a condensed fo .5 To simplify the survey several points concerni
methods, special results, cakzrlations, etc. will be added
this report in se,parate notes.
may

Royal Academy of Sciences. A translation of the official report is inserdedin
this volumep* 409411 (translator’snote).
The correct title is: ‘De physiologische tijd bij psychische processen’. This may
be transl&ed as: The physiological time elf mental processes.
tie this VO!UIIlC p. 4;2-_435
(SZinShtOfS
note).
AS far
as we
know
a more detailed description has never been published
(tra&ator’s note).
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out the measurements.
the motor nerves at two

ht, approached by race-horses, and attained by our hand when arm

ints, the one at a short distance fr

he brain, the other at a greater

rapidly as possible with a particular sign, such as some movement for
etween the excitation and the response
instance of the hand.
the difference between these times was
: the conduction time for the difference in length of the
sensory nerves: for this appeared to -be the only difference in the two
s. In this way the conduction velocity in
eet per second, whit is double that of frog nerves.
ily seen that the course taken in the research was not ir. In the first place it is difficult to make the stimulus act
force in different places on the skin,, aqd with differences
1 time appears to be not ihk: same.
oses that the duration of t
process
in the
nt of the place of excitation. Evsl:n a priori
this is not probable. If one enters a room from two sides ;.ucce:;sivelly
to do something there, it is unlikely that in both cases one wj.ll leave the
__.-_0 About 30 metres per second (translator’s note).
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‘;oom through a third door within the s;dLmeinterval of time. nd apto the conparently the difference in delay is completely aetribut
duction velocity. Thus it is not surprising that in repetitions of experiments, mainly ke:eping to the same method, very divergent results
were obGne& We need not report them, however, b cause recently
the conduction velocity of a mo
fully in man .in as easy and conclusive a way as in the
sequently with complete exclusion of the menta
It is Helmholtz again who indicated the right c
nerves of the muscles of the ball of the thumb in succession at the wrist
nd hand were
and above ;he fold of the elbow, whilst elbow,
fixed immc%vablyin a plaster a&et: in both cases the
to contractcd arid the mome s of contraction
lever on the ‘myographion’. he result obtain
As a matte:r of fact, with a very small deviation a c
was found of 33 metres per second, which is only a little more than
found in the case of frog nerves.
With this direct determination all the experiments, including those
in which the brain influences tiae sensory nerves have now gone down
into histor;:j, and what that means is common knowledge. Von Wittich 8
would indeted like to maintain the somewhat higher
uction velocity
of sensory nerves found by him. But that is imposs
the similarity
of sensory and motor nerves is in all respects too perfect to maintain
the condul&on velocity found by doubtful methods against the value
by reliable ones. To what degree a ifference in duration of
brain conduction may be deduced from a great number of experiments
on the effect of the stimulated place such as I have conducted on various
subjects, is a matter which I may further investigate in the future.
Thus the conduction velocity in the nerves is known and the prediction of Johannes Mtiller has been brilliantly belied. It is worth
notmg thalt the theory created the courage to venture upon the solution
of the problems referred to as insoluble. In fact, the theoretical notion
that propagation cannot be considered as a progressive force or movement, but rather as a chemical and associated electromotive process,
renovating itself at each point, prompted the surmise that conduction
7 Wnigliche Alcademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin. 29 April 1867.
8 Zeitschrift. f. ration. Medizin. 1868. XXXI, S.112 u.f.
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nd that the shortness of
etermination.

ed usually associated

in the study of the
in sensory nerves. In these experiments the tim
e includes a particular
e is tru: of those experiments in which the
on one of the other sense-organs.
n this subject the
the well-known astronstimulus and response
response, for instance
a movement of the hand, he found that tlk time was shortest after
ting the skin (close to the brain of course), longer after stimulation
r, and still longer after st lulation of tht: eye. In general this
ram the combined exresult was confirmed by later ex
students, f calculated t
periments, including those of myself a
physiological time for the three
ns menticiiicd, viz. touch,
and vision, as being approx. I/,, ‘Is and ‘IS IO{a second respectively.
ut what proportion of this forms part of the mental process
this point we are complete1
dark. In that short lapse
much has to be done. When w
the process from the moment of
se, we , an distinguish:
the stimulus up to that of the r
(1) the action on the sensory e
in the sense-organs;
ripheral ganglion cells and the in(2) the communication with the
crease required for a discharge
(3) the conduction in the sensory nerves up to the ganglion cells of the
(4) the increase in activity in these gang1
(5) the conduction to the nerve cells of the organ of conception;
(6) the increase in activity of these nerve cells;
(7) the increase in activity of the nerve cells of the organ of will;
(8) the conduction to thenervecells governing movement;
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(9) the increase in activity in these cells;
(10) the conduction in the motor-nerves to the muscle;
(1.1)the latency in the action of the muscle;
(12) the increase in activity up to the moment of overcoming the resistance of the response.
The whole process can be completed in I/, of a secon
been found as a minimum. The times
of the process cannot be determined.
the nerves can approximately be taken into account,
leads to the result that the mental process of cone
of the will lasts less than *I,* of a second, but it does not allow us to
claim that it takes any time at all. The truth is that these experiments
teach us only about the limits of the maximum, while as to the minimum
they give no decisive answer at all.
The idea occurred to me to interpose into the process of the physiological time some new components of mental action. If I investigated how much this would lengthen the physiological time, this would,
I judged, reveal the time reyuired for the interposed term.
The first results of the measurements were mentioned in the a
cited communication to the Koninklijke Akademie van Wetensch
(see note I).,
In the first series of experiments identical electrodes were placed on
both feet. ‘ihe arrangement ‘was such that by tilting a Pohl seesaw 9 an
electric impulse could be delivered to either the right or the left foot.
The experiments were now executed in two ways: (a) in the first it was
known to which foot the impulse was to e offered and the response
was to be made by the hand on the same side: (b) in the second it was
not known to which foot the impulse was to be offered but the res
had also to be made by the hand on the stimulated side. In the
case more time was required than in the first, and the
resented the time required for deciding which side had
and for establishing the action of the will on the right
the rest the whole process was identical in both cases. It appear
the mental action interposed in this manner required l/16 of a second,
as calculateid from the average vahles. Previously it was found th;dt
response with the left hand lasted 0.009 second longer than with the
right band, which difference was taken into account.
-g ?Jle R&l s(ees;twis describedby De Jaager (Inaug. Diss. DC Jaager l.c. p. 16,
17 and plate I)- It appears to be a sort of two-way switch (translator’s note).

ents: averaged over 5
s 0.122 in the case of
to the cause of the

out another series of experiments in which the stim

sound. In this case the interposed

ental process requires 0.166 I(‘/~

from the minima. This method lent itself further to experiments in
which one vowel-symbol had to be
ised not out of two but out
n this way we made no fewer
of five and to be renounced as a so
than 5 series of bservations on di
days and it appeared that,
with the wider choice out of five, some more time is indeed rtquired
e choice out of two, via. 0.170 as calculated from the averand Q,163 as calculated from t e minima (mote II).
nally, the same ex riments were carried out with stimulation of
n this case the stimulus consisted in the sound of a vowel and
nse was the repetition of the same vowel. Two
re seated before the mouth of the phonautograph.
has to repeat it as quickly
cylinder is turnexS, A utters a vowel and
f the vibration caused by t e two sounds
as
bsible.
(figure 1) at a and b, and the time lapse
is to be seen on the line
tween the two can be deduced from the vibrations S of a tuningfork recorded simultaneously. The experiment8 were carried out in two
ways, (a) while the subject knew what vowel-sound was to be presented
--10See De Jaeger, l.c., p. 21-32: the metho was not exact enough to trust the
difference between the minima (comparenote

and had only ts
to form a clear i
first experiments with
case of an unknown sound, the result

In four other series, in wh

second) as calculat
culated from the minima.
In experiinents I’iith five vowel-soun
of different, and generally young ages
unknown sound was 0.088,, 0.087 a
remarkable similarity, indeed!
Summing up e results Iobtained, it appears that the time r
for a decision a the appropriate response is:
(1) stimulation of the skin; choice, calculated from the averagea
(2) stimulation of the eye;
(a) two colours, choice, five subjects, calculated from the
averages 0.184, O.I22,0.159, 0.
two vowel-symbols, choice, calculated from the averages
calculated from the minima
l-symbols, calculated from the averages
calculated from the minima
11 Pronounced

key (translator’s

note).

second
0.066

,0.172

0.166

0.163

49

iatc;ly

time rcqLired for decision in

required only

12 Probably

0.6

0.066 second is meant (translator’s

note).
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response, and we have certainly as much training in
seeing anaS pronouncing vowel-symbols as in hearing
them. I was very struck by this result. The reason may li
fesent slhges of the complex process. I believe, h
looked for in the purely mental process. I calculated fr
servations with different subjects that the response to
requires somewhat ore time than the response to sou
the re;sults, obtained with myself as a subject, of 8 series of ex
with responses to light and 12 series with responses to sound, I find
that they are equal, viz. for the former 0.1953 second, for the latter
0.1952 second.
Of course, such a complete resemblance is accidental, the more so as
in some experiments single vowels were used, in others vowels with
plosives, Ithe corresponding physiological times differing a little (note
III). Yet this show” that the physiological times for sou
do not noticeably diverge in my case. I also believe I may assume that
the distinguishing of two colnurs takes place as quickly as distinguishing
two sounds, and that with enough training the time required to make
a response to the distinction of the former sort might be reduced to
,that required
the latter. The reason for the difference is to be found,
I suppose, in e form of the symbol, which is not so quickly distinguislhed by the mind as is the sound. To account: for this difference we
have to analyse somewhat more closely the impression of the sound
and of the form of the symbol. On the retina that impression is very
complex. A number of sensory elements, each transmitting to the brain
the excitation it received together with its own local sign, are suddenly
excited, and from this our conception of the form is constructed. The
elements excited are quite different when the symbol is large from when
it is small, and yet an a remains an Q, an i an i. A small deviation of
the axis of vision also makes the whole picture of the letter-sym
on
rent elements of the retina. Thus the process of concei
the
31 is necessarily very complex, and it is not surprising that it
takes more time than, that of an impression of light in general, or even
a colour that acts on certain sensory elements or only represents a
partkxdar ty.pe of energy. For such a process, prolonged by the time
reqhxi for differential expression of the will, 0.16 second is compar;rtivdynot much. And now, how is the concept of a sound formed?
For manysounds the process may be as complex as for instantaneou
illuminated small forms. After all, normal sounds are composed of a
the

appropriate
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ual vibrations that also bring into action different
ch pitch has i s own system of nerve fibres that
ion: the only thing that makes the proc
tween the individual tones which, at each
hat are called the harmonics.
de up in that way for sound in gen
ever the pitch of the voice
tuning of the oral cavit
years ago, and in this corm
nvariable harmonics. Thus, with the :;ound
itch some of the same tones are
ch time some of the same nerve fibres are excited, which, when
a vowel-sound may be expected, characterise it immed
hat is
why the ~on~e~tio~ of vowel-timbre does not sugges such a complex
process as is consitiered necessary for the conception of a. vowel-symbol.
After measuring the combined ime lapse in which the discrimination
tween two or more impressions as well as the corresporrding expression (sf the will is possible, the question arose whether the times
uir4 for the two stages of this recess could not be established
separately.
It seemed to mc one would ap
ch this problem by making it a
ry condition that a response
Id be made only to one stimulus,
ignoring all others.
Thus, vowel-sounds were established as stimuli without further indication, but only one, for instance i, had to be responded to with i,
the others were not to be responded to at all. The subject strains his
ears for the recognition of i and ke~.~s the position of the parts of the
mouth and the mechanism ready so that, upon recognising the i, he
has only to breathe out to produce the corresponding sound, just as
in the case where a subject knowing that an i was to be#heard h>d to
respond with i. l[n this sert of experiment no choice is now required
for the response: only the distinction, the recognition of i, is interposed
in the normal process. And, indeed, it was found that less time was
required than for responding to each vowel sound with the iderkal
sound. Of the many experiments carried out by myself in this way,
will only insert the results of three series, carrit;d out on the same
evening and in such a sequence that as far a$) fatigue played a role, it
was distributed uniformly over the three experimental procedures:
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(a) responcKng to a, known sound;
(b) responc1’ngto an ;mknown sound ;
(c) respondjng to one of the unknown sounds.
With each of these wqrs the average duration and the rni
were recorded:

l

for (a) the average duration 201, the minimu
(b) the averadz 3uratiDta 284, the minimum 237.5
(c} the averqe. duration 237, the minimum 212.6
the fol?>wkg 1l’ues a,re now flound:
from the averages
from the minima
83
67
b-a =
42
c-a =
36
In these exll&ments, then, the time required for the ec\nccption of
a certain so&l (longer duration with method c than with method a)
was only a little mo.re than: half of that required for that same conception combhed with the corresponding expression of the will. The
development cf a conception takes 0.039 seconds for myself, i.e.
l/z5 of a secotald,and a little less, just ever lIza of a
for expression of the will. Tn the foregoing we have repo
with other persons who needed less Gme for the combined process.
In these experiments, too, the time for both stages is probably to be
ual parts. From the determination they made with
divided into about
the c-method this fact cannot, however, be deduc ~tjsfactori]y, It has
appeared to me that to many people the c-meth
offers certain difficulties. They give the response, when they ought to have rema
silent. And if this ha
ns only once, the whole series must be rej
for, how can we be
tain that when they had to make the response
and did make it, they had properly waited until they were sure to have
discriminated? In addition, since the very vowel-sound to which a
response has to be made is presented only now and then
is invariably accompanied by the drawback that most revolutions of
remain unused. For that reason .I attach much value to the
e three series mentioned above and obtained with myself
as a subject, utilising the three methods described for each series, in
which the experiments turned out to be faultless (note IV).
Meanwhile: one could still doubt whether with the procedure used
it is redly the time required for a certain conceptual process that is
being measured. Is it not rather the difference of time which we find
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of the nature of the
ur answer to this is in the negati
ents knows that where the
onse Is made
r tension for a vi
ily to a sound, and vice versa; and likewise
pulse, in a word to any strong impression.
ut only till one perceives, and with
s the time that elapses between the first
complete conception of the nature of the
or the develo ment of a certain concepout these same experiments, using the c-method, when t
~~~~1~s WIS .weing a vowel-symbol. The time required for recognition
was then rather short, scarcely longer than with vowel-sounds. This
results is certainly remarkable w
one considers t
to us in the ex
l-symbols, as ap
thods, requires muc more time than the discrimination of
vowel-sound s. et I believe that it ca.n be explained. In the experiments
with the b-method one could not c
e beforehand what impression
rain from doing so in order to
one was to receive; one even had t
be able to respond with equal speed to any vowel-symbol that might be
prescntsri. A relatively long interval was now required for discrimin tire other hand, in the experiments with the c-method of
king here, all vowel-symbols could, irkdeed, also be
had to respond to only one of them: with the others
ilent, and thus one could and even had to have a
n of that one symbol in order to give immediately on estabe equivalence of im ression and conception, the response
anism. In experiments on stereoscopic vision
the great influence of a predetermined conception on the recognition of forms became very clear to me.
With other stimuli, too, such as electrical impulses on the skin, experiments may be made using the c-method, but here only in relation
resented choice. Nor is one limited to the choice of a sound as a
response. For on hearing all the sounds or only a predetermined
vowel-sound one cari make a movement with the hand, and the dif.-.-__--.__ -

-

33Archi& VOOT
natuur- en geneeskunde. IX. II, bl. 332 e.v.
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again indicates the time required for a certain conception; but
comparison with the differential response to each o
excluded, and the experiments would not have serv
I had not had the idea of recording the sound as a re
ference

All the above-mentioned results were obtained
described as a noematachograph.14 The desi
duration of mental processes led me to a meth
principle than the one mentioned above, in which I used an instrument
described as a noematachometer. I intend to port later on the results
thereby obtainai.
NOTES
Note 1. In our determinations we used the graphical method. It is simple,
safe, easy to employ and accurate enough for our purposes. If we were determining absolute, invariable values, we would have to aim at the greatest
accuracy. Measuring the somewhat inconstant duration of mental processes, a
detearmination in theusandths of seconds is sufficient, and simplicity and certainty must not be sacrificed to greater, but useless precision.
In our experiments three points are important:
(1) We need an accurately known chronoscopic unit. These are found in the
recorded vibrations of a tuning-fork. The vibration speed of the tunin
used was determined directly by simultaneous recording of their vibrati
of the seconds of a clock. The slight influence of the temperature was found
from the change in he number of interference waves with another tuning-fork
held at a constant temperature:.
(2) The moment of the stimulus must be recorded with precision under or on
the tuning-fork line.
For various experiments this is done in different ways.
When an induction spark jumps from the writing metal sprin
fork through the paper on to the cylinder, then the moment is
on the chronoscopic line. An arrangement is easily made for
either only seen, or only heard, or (when leading a small part
through the body) only felt. Yn that way the physiological time may be determined alterrlately with response to each of the three senses. To obtain only one
spark when breakirlg the constant current, which is effected during and by the
tumtig
of the cylinder, a spark-micrometer has to be inserted in the induction
circuit, with .@es which are nearly the maximum length of the spark apart.
Such a discharge-spark may also serve to decide in the choice between colours
(whether or not seen through coloured glass) and the discrimination between
letter-symbols (illuminated by the spark). Whenever the discharge occurs between
14Archief voor natuur- en geneeskunde. Dl. III, bl. 105, (A translation of this
article is inserted in this volume on p. 432435 (translator’s note).)
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the poles of the micrometer, a mark is recorded on the chronoscupic line. In our
previous experiments thz method was not yet so accurate.
that strikes the ear may alsc bring into vibration thcl spring
raph or of a more simple piece of apparatus conIf the distances are equal, t is will happen at the
struck. Under the chrono
pie curve, the spring
is set into vibration by the vowel-sound. In such
is precisely recorded.
1 d the respanse must also be recorded with precision on or below
usual electromagnets, whose delay varies with current
intensity, were abando
in our later experiments. The movement constituting
out the intervention of any outside mechanism. A
revolving without friction on its longitudinal
axis,
a horizontal spring. that records or6 the cvlinder. Near to its
al bar that, held between two fingers, may be
a’v~;ay,and which causes the recording spring to deviate at the same
moment. With a view to a choice to be made the arratlqc;nPent may be such
that the piece is knocked away either to the left or to the right side.
response to vowel-sounds is the repetition of thf, vowel-sound which i(s
cd by the phonautograph
on the same line as that of the stimulus (com1). For vowel-symbols the response is give&l also as a vowel-sound.
y stimulus is reponded to alternately with a vnovement of the hand and
with a vowel-sou t-l, the difference in time resu%lg from the difference in
response may be f nd (compare note Iii).
The great adva
e of the use of tunin -b-k vibrations as chronoscopic: units
is that the cylind
ay be rotated fre&y y hand. TL\: duration of the process
is found by counting the number of vibrations recorded between response and
stimulus, irrespective of i?Gr length, and a constant speed of rotation is not
highly important. The rotation occurs in about one second and with each rotation one trial is made, after which the handle again rests in the place from
which ofbe started. The cylinder I used had a diameter of 19 cm and a length
of 25 em. It could be used, at choice, with a spiral or a ckcular movement. On
one roll 20 or more trials could be reco, led one after the other. The trial was
speed of rotation. and then, with 261 vibrations
always made nwr the
ths of a vibration could be read quite well. At the
per second, fifths and c
correend of the experimen’l e paper was cut along a line approximately
sponding to the start an the end of all rotations, so that 012 the oblong sheet
each continuous tuning-fork curve corresponds to one trial. The trials are then
numbered, and to each trial are provided any comments that are considered
necessary before the lamp black is fixed with alcohol containing varnish*
At first we mostly used a tuning-fork producing 261 vibrations per second.
Solidly fixed, it was brought into vibration some seconds before each trial by
pulling out and upwards a wedge gently clamped between the arms of the
tuning-fork.
This action at once provided a warning signal that the stimulus
would soon follow. Later on we had at our disposal the tuning-forks made by
after the principle used
Kenig that are k.ept in vibration b,jr electromagnetism
by He’!mholtz for the synthesis of vowel-so;dnds.
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Note ZZ. For the duration of the mental processes I attached particular value
to the minima found.
The differences we find certainly depend for the greater part on real differences in the duration of mental processes. The moment of the stimulus is prem
cisely recorded, as well as that of the response. The probable error in the difl
ferent non-mental terms cannot be measured, but
nificmt. We simply have to accept the values as th
with the knowledge of maxima, minima and averag
here any further the basis of the differences, Only
degree of tension and of dismissal of all other
influence. Distraction during the appearance of th
with prolongation of the process. In this connection, however, it is clear that ahe
minima found are the purest values. they represent the smoothest and mo$t
undisturbed course of the process. By subtracting the minimum values f
the times found, one obtains from. the differences a clear insight into th
?ions from ideal regular&y, and from this something may no doubt be d
about the cause of the deviations. The significance we attached to the minims
compelled us to determine the difference between the minima - in addition to
the difference between the averages - of two series of experiments differing by
the interpositlori of a mental stage. It would certainly be dangerous to rely only
on the minima. There is a possibility that if the subjects cannot control his
tension well, he responds before the stimulus has affected him. Then too small
a minimum is found; with inefficient subjects the response sometimes came even
before the stimulus. If this difficulty is met by repeatir?g the experiments with
relatively long intervals, for instance of one minute, without a warning that the
stimulus is forthcoming, the stimulus often finds us less alert and the ultimate
minimum limit is reached with difficulty. Even with a warning shortly before
each experiment, so that the tension need not last long, a great number of experiments is required to approach the attainable minimum. For that reason the
two series whose minima are to supply us with the difference we are looking
for, have to be large or at least equal. We have never neglected to determine
also the difference in the averages, They protect us from the profound error to
which a thoughtless use of the minima could lead. And apparently their difference in two series represer:.ts also the duration of the mental pr
posed in one of the series. It was, however, to be foreseen that
term the differences between the averages would be somewhat larger than those
of the minima, for of course the disturbance that causes the longer duration
the process is reflected the more in the mental stages the more complex the
lattei are, and as a consequence is most significant in that series in which a new
mental stage is interposed. So for that term we have to expect a minimum only
in the minima of the whole process. In general, the result came up to our expectations.
Note ZZZ. It may be not unimportant to investigate how much more time one
response takes than another with the same stimulus. For different sounds and
for movement of the hand I can supply a contribution based on 91 precise observations, all made on myself on various days. The response was made partly
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t and partly to sound impressions. The sounds were vowels, either pree compared were, for instance, pi,
ed by the hamza of the ALabs, which
(almost a gentle cough) is in fact a
d. Tt is not neglected by good singinghe impact of the hamza at the loud
degree of absence of the hnmza, the
record the start precisely. The movey its handle a wedge gently clamped
rk. Its vibrations as well as those of the vowelonautograph. We restrict ourselves
al results in vibrations of 261 cycles per second:
esponse
QOWd

with p
average min.
Vowel

Stimulus

avenge

Light
Ditto
Sound

43.3
50.8
50
56.8

all series

50.22 46.57

min.
41.5
48
43.6
53.2

52
58,3
56.5

0.5
52
53
54.5

52.97 50

average min.

Vowel with k
average min.

53
58.7
53.2
59.3

49.3
50.8
61.3
61.2

Vowel with t

48
56
48
53.7

56.05 5 1.42

46.5
47.5
60.7
58.9

55.65 53.27

It appears that without exception the vowel preceded by the plosive takes more
time than the simple vowel with hamza and that p gives less delay than t and k,
as the mechanism would already suggest. The delay as calculated from the
ges and from the minima, in brackets, is:
far p
2,.75- (3.43)

for t
5.83 .- (4.85)

for k
5.43 - (6.7)

n three series of obsef*vations we were a.Je to compare the response with
sounds and those with the hand movement mentioned above, and in each case
we found that more time was required for &hehand movement: in fact, in the
first series of the table the average was 52.7 and the minimum 51, that is 9.4
and (B.5) vibrations more than for the vawel; in two other series in which the
vowel was not known beforehand the valucc wcrc 3.95 and (6.63) and 4.85 anti
(6.93) more than for pi.
Nobe IV. From the 5 series of experiments performed, counted and calc%lated, one will be reported here in full, Olf two other series the results will bc
given. Yn these series the same roll contains alternate experiments made with
the a-, b- and c-metho&, i.e. with response to knawn, to unknown and to ON
out of a set of unknown sounds. In method c always some of the sounds are not
responded to: on roll XYI B, of which we communicate here the results in full,
there are only 15 determinations on 22 curves, because with the a-method the

response once failed to be made owing to distmction, and with the c-method,
six times the response was not made, as it should have beeen.
August 21, 7 P.M.; Messrs Hamer and Donders in front of the phonaut
H. ails; II. responds. Tuning-fork = 261 vibrations.
Method a. Ki to be res
Serial
number
1

ki
ki

2
3
20
21
22

*

ki
ki
ki

Number of vibrations

ki
not forthcoming
ki
i
i
ki

45

Stimulus

Response

ko
ke

ko
ke

ki

ki

ki

ki

18
19

ku
ke

ku
ke

M&gd

minimum = 45.

Number of vibrations

76
74.5
74

’

average = 74.33
minimum = 72

c. Of the sci;undsonly ki has to be responded to.

Stimulus

Response

Number of variations

7

ku

8
9
10
11
12
13

ki

ki

71 ,!i

ki
ka
ku
ki
ke
ki

ki
ki
ki

61

14

51.5

=

~-

4
5
6
17

Serial
number

54
53
60

Unknown sound, to be responded to with the say

Method b.
Serial
number

ki

Response

average
minimum

=

59

62
59

In the next table the results of the separate trials on this roll are combined
with those on two similar rolls, 38 determinations in all being obtainad on the
samz even@.
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F

31

umber of vibrations

63.37

b-a
c-a

23.42
4.17

6L89

.5

from tae
averages of all
observations

from the
minima

21.67
9.48

17.5
12

22.83
11.87

And for the three rolls in combination:
fr

b-a
c-a

from the minima
averaged
_111_ousandths vibrations thousandths vibrations thousandths
of a second
of a second
of a second
21.67
9.48

83
36.32

17.5
11

67.05
42.lS

19.585
10.24

75.03
39.24

